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About This Content

Explore the music of Lords of the Fallen while listening to the Official Soundtrack. Beautifully composed and produced by the
renowned Knut Avenstroup Haugen, performed by the Bratislava Symphony Orchestra and Choir, and conducted by David

Hernando Rico, this album will take you back to Harkyn’s endeavors in finding the source of all evil.

Track list:

01 Prologue: The Light

02 Harkyn’s Journey

03 Cursed and Abandoned

04 God’s Palm

05 Penance

06 Into the Heart of the Earth

07 The Lords
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08 The Citadel

09 Mortification

10 Chamber of Lies

11 Sacrifice

12 Temple of Torture

13 Atonement

14 Winter’s Kiss (Theme from Lords of the Fallen co-written with Emília Rovira Alegre)

15 Epilogue: The Darkness
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Title: Lords of the Fallen Soundtrack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
CI Games, Deck 13
Publisher:
CI Games
Franchise:
Lords of the Fallen
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 7 (SP1) or Windows 8 (only 64 bit OSs

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q8400 @ 2.66Ghz or AMD Phenom II X4 940 @ 3.0Ghz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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quot;Kaboom"
This game is just great!
Graphics are great, and most important thing is physics makes it look very nice and sometimes make you think even more than
you thought you need.
+++Physics are just awesome in the game
+Graphics are good.
-Puzzels aren't so challanging but are not so much easy.
--Animation takes sometimes too much time and you will just find yourself waiting and waiting
Final Score: 7.5/10. Its a very good game.. Thumbs up but barely. Overall it's pretty fun but I would recommend playing on easy
as the game has stunlock which can kill you quite fast if you're not careful. According to the dev its a feature from making the
game too easy, if you ask me it was irritating, annoying and unnecessary (see below). Also, you get a pistol then very shortly
afterward you get an automatic rifle but then no other upgrades for you main gun- until you get to almost the end (and it's
partially hidden too and easily misseable). Special weapons work fine and are fun but the ammo is way too limited. Controls are
slightly awkward as you move with the left analog stick and it also lets you jump too. I would've preferred a dedicated button to
jump instead.

Started on normal and got to the last boss. After beating the boss I couldn't get past the last section. I restarted the game on easy,
skipped all the cutscenes and plowed through it in about an hour and a half. My first run took about 4 hours Btw. So you may
want to try easy first.

On the plus side there's some nicely done still cutscenes which keep the story going. The music is also fantastic...i was expecting
some generic metal\/rock but instead it was ambient synth, (think the first terminator movie). Whoever did the music did a
really good job I think.

5.5\/10. While this isn't a bad game, it is uninspired. But it's nice looking enough and easy to play, so I feel like it deserves a
thumbs up despite not being particularly exciting. If you're super into the genre and have exhausted the best Steam has to offer
(Kingdom Rush, Defender's Quest, and Royal Defense are the first titles that come to mind), then it's worth picking up on sale..
3079 is similar to a combination of Borderlands and Minecraft, as its a very open world, with a very 'blocky' look. I was
attracted to this game due to the Steam Reviews, which seemed to indicate a very unique game, with lots of replayability and
exploration. I have played this game for about 4-5 hours, not the 7 minutes reported, due to the game not reporting to the Steam
Client as it opens up in a Java window....

Unfortunately, my experience has not been very good. Initially, the game would not run, and required 2-3 reinstallations from
Steam to ensure it would open as expected. Once in the game, there is not a lot in the ways of a fluid or organic flow to the
game. You sort of just walk around, hoping to figure out things as you go before you die. The monsters are not that exciting to
look at, and the animations are very poor. I have attempted to play with a friend, and even then, the game was not any clearer.

I would describe this game as a cult-classic type favorite, where you either LOVE the game, or you HATE\/DON'T
UNDERSTAND the game. Unfortunately for the developer, I easily fall into the "Don't Understand", and "Don't Like" side.
Since the game is cheap I find it hard to give a bad review, but this game unfortunately goes into my 'Pile of Shame'.

TLDR; not a great game, not well developed. very cult-like following, but was not able to enjoy.. This is a little gem made by
FIVE-BN GAMEs who also do the Lost Lands games that I like. Has nice art and voice plus all the Steam features. Good HOG.
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Seens okay but needs more work.Some of the screens are too busy. Well designed, straightforward puzzle game. Lots of variety
in concepts and each of them presented in a clear manner in order. Slick and simple style, good variety of puzzles and two tiers
of solution allow a player to progress or challenge themselves in each puzzle as they desire.. unreal game for just $9.95 10\/10
stuff needed.........
more content
more maps
more options...player.....easy-hard-medium
more hot chicks :). Was having fun, up until the last Miranda fight.
♥♥♥♥ this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t puzzle fight.
Potential buyer should get the Avernum series instead.. clunky controls, slow movement, yet the game requires good timing
lots of backtracking
too much trial and error, reload far away, then slow movement only to try again
some of the puzzles felt "cheap" insofar as it was nearly impossible to tell where a certain area entrance was. Solid game if you
take away the bugs.. Age of Cavemen

Another spin-off of Supercell's Clash of Clans.. Great job !
I havent play CoC for a year and I still don't want to play

3/10 - Do you even Create ? no, Do you even Brain ?
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